
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS TINY WRITING

Know what small handwriting means and what small writing says about personality. Small handwriting says the writer is
focused, intelligent like.

Within the world of instincts sensuality, economy, material and practical matters of life are included. Even
sentiments are treated with the same strategy based on detailed observation of particulars and they come out
compressed; moreover the refinement of observation makes the small size have rather fussy taste, and the
sexual impulse can easily be absorbed by intellectual activity if the sign appears in combination with an
intensification of spacing between words. Affective maturity and stabel bonds. Regular and irregular writing
Study of writing: Extended writing Regular writing: eveness is appreciated when we do not see great changes
in the height of letters. They are very insecure, and if they are forced to become social they behave quite
abnormally. They are not apt to make a display of feeling in public. Like in all cases, if the same quality is
excessive, may cause regression, austerity, loneliness and pessimism. Individual with a great global vision,
expansive, who has difficulties interiorizing experiences and concentrating in specific details. In short, very
reserved. How many letters should we measure? They are observant, with a great capacity for concentration,
synthesis and critic. This is a movement towards the superior area, that is why it is interpreted as idealism and
creativity, as long as it is verified with the graphical context. You will also have to be extremely focused. Size
increase writing: along the text, we see some letter that draws our attention, without keeping rhythm at all.
How are letters measured? Upper extensions are short when they are smaller than twice the middle area ans
are long when they are over three times the size of the oval. Dots, bars, accents are low. The need to
concentrate and stay focused is reflected by their small handwriting. Study of Handwriting: Self -Esteem in
Writing and size Middle area ovals : There are two ways of measuring dimension in writing. They have a hard
time trying to perform several tasks at the same time. Like most creative thinkers, the two have small
handwriting. Those who write in lowered writing are individuals with a criteria for reality, practical, simple,
submissive and shy. They are conservative and they have a hard time trying to innovate. Objectivity and
mental clarity. What does writing small mean? It symbolizes bad mood that may turn into violence. They may
enjoy the companionship of their fellows, but they seldom crave it or find it essential to their well-being.
Those with small writing are persons of individuality and force of character. Such writers can fit the profile of
jobs that require them to be glued to their desks for a long time. The vital instinct tends to protest about being
ignored and to take revenge â€” so to speak â€” by making metabolic functions difficult. When
disproportioned elevations are observed in some letters or parts of them, the writing is called overelevated.
More than that is large; less than that is small. They are quite guarded in their reactions and do not react
impulsively. The dimension is the graphical aspect that analyzes the size of writing that, by the way, from a
graphological point of view, is more than relevant. Study of Handwriting: Small Writing Study of
handwriting. Small handwriting often belongs to people who are introverts who like to live in themselves and
rarely want to look beyond. There's a whole science behind analyzing handwriting for personality traits called
graphology, which has been around since the days of Aristotle. Writers of this style of hand seldom do
anything hastily or ill-advisedly, but are governed always by well-trained faculties. Smaller than average size
handwriting also denotes an introspective person. Study of handwriting. Small writing indicates great skills for
details, but lack of panoramic vision for situations. Increasing writing In this case, the size of letters is
incremented along the text, the line, the paragraph or the word. This is typical in people that value themselves
so muchthat feel superior to others, proud and conceited. When the signature is larger than the text, this
reflects pride, consciousness of self-value and on the negative side it shows the individual has more ambitions
than real possibilities.


